L I N E A R

S U S P E N S I O N

Zhane Linear Suspension
DESCRIPTION
The Zhane suspension is ultramodern in design and boasts
hard and soft lines that converge into a simply elegant
silhouette. The bottom of this sleek suspension piece features
an acrylic diffuser which provides a glarefree wash of light. A
highly reflective inner white housing and two high output
fluorescent lamps ensures this fixture performs as well as it
looks. Scaling at 49â€ or 38â€ in length the Zhane is ideal for
dining room lighting, conference room lighting and a host of
residential and commercial lighting applications. Your choice of
fully dimmable LED lamping ships with the Zhane saving you
both time and money. A bottom acrylic diffuser provides a glare
free wash of light. A highly reflective inner white housing and
two high output fluorescent lamps ensure this fixture performs
as well as it looks. Offered in two lengths. 38" and 49". The 38"
includes two 39 watt, 1800 lumen high output T5 linear
fluorescent lamps or 40 watt, 1800 lumen 3000K linear LED
strips. The 49" includes two 54 watt, 3730 lumen high output T5
linear fluorescent lamps or 40 watt, 2400 lumen 3000K linear
LED strips. Has a maximum drop length of 6 feet. LED Version
dimmable with a lowvoltage electronic dimmer.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
8.59lb / 3.864.08kg ±
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